Dahle 20434 High Security Shredder
NSA⁄CSS 02-01 Approved

In order to protect our National Security, military and government agencies
require higher levels of security from
their paper shredders. This Dahle High
Security Shredder is NSA approved for
NSA/CSS Specification 02-01.
The Dahle 20434 is designed to be
used in a small office or by a team of
employees for the destruction of top
secret documents. It features electronic
sensors that will turn the shredder on
when you’re ready to shred and turn
it off when the shred compartment is
full or open. It’s these state-of-the-art
features that save you time and take the
burden out of shredding your documents.
This shredder is a serious machine
that uses a matched pair of solid steel

cutting cylinders that are capable of
reducing a single sheet of paper into
over 15,500 tiny particles. These particles are so small that they have been
rendered impossible to reassemble.
As the U.S. continues to face security
threats on a global level, Dahle will
continue to offer solutions without
compromise to operation or dependability. This machine is perfect for
military, federal, state or local governments as well as Department of
Defense contractors engaged in projects
where National Security is an issue. In
a world of uncertainty one thing’s for
certain, whatever you put through this
shredder, we guarantee will never be
read again.

20434
Shred Size - 1mm x 4.7mm
Capacity - Up to 8 sheets*
Security Level - 6
Max Hp - 1/2 Hp
Semi-Automatic Features
Dahle High Security cutting cylinders reduce a sheet
of paper to over 15,500 pieces.

The shredder’s toggle switch allows for Automatic
on/off, continuous run, and reverse operation.

Dahle 20434 Specifications
Model
20434

Size
Small Office

Feed
Sheet Sec Level
Width Capacity NSA 02⁄01
9 ¹⁄2"

Up to 8*

6

Shred
Size

Max
Hp

1mm x 4.7mm

¹⁄2 Hp

Waste
Waste
Speed Automatic Features Auto Oiler dB
Available Level Volume Bag/Box
ft / min on / off bag full off reverse
13





56

10 Gal

704/749

Dimensions
hxwxd

Shipping
Weight

25" x 16" x 14"

86 lbs

* Sheet capacity will vary depending on paper size, weight, quality, and sufficient power.
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